PERFORMANCE

CHEMICALS

BRAKE FLUID

- Formulated for ABS, disc or disc/drum combination brake systems
- Compatible with all other DOT 3 brake fluids
- Minimum wet boiling point 284 Deg F (140 Deg C)
- Meets SAE spec. J1703

Wearever DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 1 Quart
WES W20013

Wearever DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 5 Liters
Pentosin Super DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 8.45 oz.

Wearever DOT 3 Premium Brake Fluid, 1 Quart
WES W50014

Wearever DOT 3 Premium Brake Fluid, 12 oz.
WES W20013

Wearever DOT 3 Premium Brake Fluid, 1 Gallon
WES W50014

Wearever DOT 3 Premium Brake Fluid, 2.5 Gallons
WES W20014

Wearever DOT 3 Premium Brake Fluid, 32 fl. oz.
WES W50014

Wearever DOT 3 Premium Brake Fluid, 12 oz.
WES W20013

Wearever DOT 3 Premium Brake Fluid, 12 oz.
WES W20013

Wearever DOT 3 Premium Brake Fluid, 16.9 oz.
Pentosin Super DOT 4 Brake Fluid exceeds FMVSS 116 DOT 4, SAE J1704 and ISO 4925 Class 4 specification standards.

WES W20018

Wearever DOT 5 Silicone Brake Fluid, 12 oz.
WES W20018

Pentosin Super DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 16.9 oz.
Pentosin Super DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 8.45 oz.
Pentosin Super DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 1 Liter
Pentosin Super DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 5 Liters

Pentosin Dot 4 LV Brake Fluid
PTN 1224116

Pentosin Super DOT 4 Brake Fluid is sprayed into the diesel exhaust streams of diesel engines to lower the concentration of nitrogen oxide, NOx, in emissions.
- Engineered for use in Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) systems on diesel engines, CARQUEST Diesel Exhaust Fluid is comprised of a high-purity synthetic urea and deionized water mixture that improves emissions and fuel economy.
- When injected into the exhaust stream with a specialized dosing module, CARQUEST Diesel Exhaust Fluid’s water vaporizes, leaving ammonia molecules en route to the catalytic converter; once there, it converts NOx molecules into harmless nitrogen and water vapor - making for cleaner emissions.
- To ensure Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) performance, diesel exhaust fluids must adhere to the ISO 22241 standards.
- Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) is made with 32.5% urea, (NH2)2CO, and 67.5% deionized water. Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) is non-toxic and safe to handle, but it can corrode some metals, so it must be stored and transported carefully.

CARQUEST Diesel Exhaust Fluid, 2.5 Gallons
OWI DEF003

Diesel Exhaust Fluid is sprayed into the diesel exhaust streams of diesel engines to lower the concentration of nitrogen oxide, NOx, in emissions.
- Engineered for use in Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) systems on diesel engines, BlueDEF diesel exhaust fluid is comprised of a high-purity synthetic urea and deionized water mixture that improves emissions and fuel economy.
- When injected into the exhaust stream with a specialized dosing module, BlueDEF’s water vaporizes, leaving ammonia molecules en route to the catalytic converter; once there, it converts NOx molecules into harmless nitrogen and water vapor - making for cleaner emissions.
- To ensure Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) performance, diesel exhaust fluids must adhere to the ISO 22241 standards.
- Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) is made with 32.5% urea, (NH2)2CO, and 67.5% deionized water. Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) is non-toxic and safe to handle, but it can corrode some metals, so it must be stored and transported carefully.

Peak BlueDEF Diesel Exhaust Fluid, 1 Gallon
OWI DEF003

Peak BlueDEF Diesel Exhaust Fluid, 2.5 Gallons
OWI DEF002

For ABS, disc and drum brake systems

Wearever DOT 5 Silicone Brake Fluid, 12 oz.
WES W20018

Wearever DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 1 Quart
WES W20017

FOR ABS, DISC AND DRUM BRAKE SYSTEMS

Wearever DOT 5 Silicone Brake Fluid, 12 oz.
WES W20018

Wearever DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 1 Quart
WES W20017

Wearever DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 12 oz.
WES W20017

Wearever DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 1 Gallon
WES W20014

Wearever DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 5 Liters
Pentosin Super DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 8.45 oz.

Wearever DOT 3 Premium Brake Fluid, 1 Quart
WES W50014

Wearever DOT 3 Premium Brake Fluid, 12 oz.
WES W20013

Wearever DOT 3 Premium Brake Fluid, 12 oz.
WES W20013

Wearever DOT 3 Premium Brake Fluid, 12 oz.
WES W20013

Wearever DOT 3 Premium Brake Fluid, 16.9 oz.
Pentosin Super DOT 4 Brake Fluid exceeds FMVSS 116 DOT 4, SAE J1704 and ISO 4925 Class 4 specification standards.

WES W20018

Wearever DOT 5 Silicone Brake Fluid, 12 oz.
WES W20018

Pentosin Super DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 16.9 oz.
Pentosin Super DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 8.45 oz.
Pentosin Super DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 1 Liter
Pentosin Super DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 5 Liters

Pentosin Dot 4 LV Brake Fluid
PTN 1224116

Pentosin Super DOT 4 Brake Fluid is sprayed into the diesel exhaust streams of diesel engines to lower the concentration of nitrogen oxide, NOx, in emissions.
- Engineered for use in Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) systems on diesel engines, CARQUEST Diesel Exhaust Fluid is comprised of a high-purity synthetic urea and deionized water mixture that improves emissions and fuel economy.
- When injected into the exhaust stream with a specialized dosing module, CARQUEST Diesel Exhaust Fluid’s water vaporizes, leaving ammonia molecules en route to the catalytic converter; once there, it converts NOx molecules into harmless nitrogen and water vapor - making for cleaner emissions.
- To ensure Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) performance, diesel exhaust fluids must adhere to the ISO 22241 standards.
- Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) is made with 32.5% urea, (NH2)2CO, and 67.5% deionized water. Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) is non-toxic and safe to handle, but it can corrode some metals, so it must be stored and transported carefully.

CARQUEST Diesel Exhaust Fluid, 2.5 Gallons
OWI DEF003

Diesel Exhaust Fluid is sprayed into the diesel exhaust streams of diesel engines to lower the concentration of nitrogen oxide, NOx, in emissions.
- Engineered for use in Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) systems on diesel engines, BlueDEF diesel exhaust fluid is comprised of a high-purity synthetic urea and deionized water mixture that improves emissions and fuel economy.
- When injected into the exhaust stream with a specialized dosing module, BlueDEF’s water vaporizes, leaving ammonia molecules en route to the catalytic converter; once there, it converts NOx molecules into harmless nitrogen and water vapor - making for cleaner emissions.
- To ensure Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) performance, diesel exhaust fluids must adhere to the ISO 22241 standards.
- Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) is made with 32.5% urea, (NH2)2CO, and 67.5% deionized water. Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) is non-toxic and safe to handle, but it can corrode some metals, so it must be stored and transported carefully.

Peak BlueDEF Diesel Exhaust Fluid, 1 Gallon
OWI DEF003

Peak BlueDEF Diesel Exhaust Fluid, 2.5 Gallons
OWI DEF002

For ABS, disc and drum brake systems

Wearever DOT 5 Silicone Brake Fluid, 12 oz.
WES W20018

Wearever DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 1 Quart
WES W20017

Wearever DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 12 oz.
WES W20017

Wearever DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 12 oz.
WES W20017

Wearever DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 12 oz.
WES W20017

Wearever DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 12 oz.
WES W20017

Wearever DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 12 oz.
WES W20017

Wearever DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 12 oz.
WES W20017

Wearever DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 12 oz.
WES W20017

Wearever DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 12 oz.
WES W20017

Wearever DOT 4 Brake Fluid, 12 oz.
WES W20017
Performance Chemicals

- Howes Diesel Treatment and Anti-Gel 64 oz. Treats up to 320 gallons of fuel (above 0 degrees Fahrenheit)
- Prevents diesel fuel from gelling
- Safely removes water from diesel fuel
- Contains no alcohol or other harmful solvents
- Increases power and fuel economy

**Howes Diesel Treatment Conditioner & Anti-Gel, 64 oz.** HOW 103060

- Contains Real water dispersants to effectively remove moisture from the entire fuel system
- Lowers the cold filter plugging point of ULSD and Biofuels
- Prevents fuel thickening and gelling
- No alcohol
- Will not void warranties

**Lucas Oil Products Anti-Gel Cold Weather Diesel Treatment, 1 Quart** LCS 10886

- Effective in all diesel fuels, including ULSD (Ultra-Low Sulfur Diesel) and biodiesel blends containing up to 20% biodiesel (B20); complies with the federal low sulfur content requirements for use in diesel motor vehicles and non-road engines
- De-ices frozen fuel filters, reliquifies gelled fuel and removes water from diesel tanks
- Contains Slickdiesel for fuel lubrication
- Protects against wear from USLD

**Power Service Diesel + 911, 32 fl. oz.** LUB 8025

- Prevents fuel-filter icing
- Reliquifies gelled fuel in minutes
- Removes water from fuel system; helps extend life of fuel filters, fuel-injection pumps and fuel injectors
- Contains Slickdiesel for maximum fuel lubrication; protects against Low and Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel (ULSD) wear
- ULSD compliant; contains less than 15 parts per million (ppm) sulfur

**Power Service Diesel 9-1-1, 80 oz.** LUB 8080

- Effective in all diesel fuels, including ULSD and biodiesel blends containing up to 20% biodiesel (B20)
- Prevents fuel gelling in temperatures as low as -40 Deg F; boosts cetane up to 4 numbers for fast cold starts
- Contains anti-icing additives; protects against fuel filter icing
- Slickdiesel for improved fuel lubrication and protection against Low and Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel
- Treats up to 40 gallons

**Power Service Diesel Fuel Supplement Plus Cetane Boost, 16 oz.** LUB 1016
**Power Service Diesel Fuel Supplement Plus Cetane Boost, 32 oz.** LUB 1025
**Power Service Diesel Fuel Supplement Plus Cetane Boost, 80 oz.** LUB 1080

- Cleans dirty injectors
- Boost cetane up to 6 numbers
- Lubricates pumps and injectors
- Improves MPG by up to 8%
- Stabilizes fuel

**Power Service Diesel Kleen + Cetane Boost, 16 oz.** LUB 3016
**Power Service Diesel Kleen + Cetane Boost, 21 oz.** LUB 3025
**Power Service Diesel Kleen + Cetane Boost, 80 oz.** LUB 3080

- Treats up to 320 gal of diesel fuel
- Microbes in the form of bacteria and fungus are present in all diesel fuels
- Long periods of fuel storage can create ideal opportunities for microbes to grow in fuel tanks
- The first indication of microbial contamination is mucous-like accumulations on fuel-filters and increased requirements for fuel-filter replacement
- Microbes can only be removed from the fuel system by use of a diesel fuel biocide

**Bio-Kleen Bio Kleen Biocide, 16 oz.** LUB 9016

- Reduces particulate matter in filters
- Cleans fuel injectors
- Restores power loss
- Improves acceleration

**Lucas Oil Products Diesel Deep Clean, 16 oz.** LCS 10872

- K100-D is a bio-based formulation that cures and prevents water contamination to help eliminate microbe growth in diesel fuel
- K100-D adds 20-40% lubricity to ULSD and off-road fuels, upgrades fuel quality for reduced emissions, better mileage, easier starts, smoother idle, more power and faster acceleration.
- It works to clean dirty fuel systems, increases the shelf life of the fuel and modifies the fuel to increase atomization and improve the fuel/energy conversion process.

**K100 Diesel Fuel Treatment** KFT K1000-32

- One 20 oz. bottle of Techron D Concentrate, Diesel Fuel System Cleaner treats up to 35 gallons of diesel fuel every 3,000 miles (not recommended for gasoline engines)
- Maximizes fuel economy by restoring dirty fuel injectors to like new condition
- Removal of the natural buildup of carbon deposits through the entire fuel system
- Clean internal diesel injector deposits (IDID), and indirect injection (IDI) and high speed direct injection (HSDI) nozzle coking deposits
- Restore lost engine power

**Chevron TECHRON D Concentrate Diesel Fuel System Cleaner, 20 oz.** CHV 37718

- Dispenses contamination, removes water, prevents filter plugging

**Power Service Clear-Diesel Fuel & Tank Cleaner, 32 oz.** LUB 9225
**Power Service Clear-Diesel Fuel & Tank Cleaner, 80 oz.** LUB 9280

- Improves Cetane rating, more power and performance
- Gives cold weather protection, helps remove water

**Stanadyne Performance Formula Diesel Fuel Additive Treatment** LUB STAN38565

---

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
Recommended where fuel system wear is a problem
- Helps remove water by demulsification
- Treatment ratio 1:1000 gallons

**Standadyne Lubricity Formula Highly Concentrated Diesel Fuel Additive**
LUB STAN38560

- Use every 1,000 miles or as needed to help keep injectors clean
- One 12 ounce bottle treats up to 12 gallons of fuel
- Techron technology is designed to treat fuel injector deposit build-up problems

**Chevron Techron Fuel Injector Cleaner, 12 oz.**
CHV 266703279

- Cleans, restores, protects the entire fuel system (fuel injectors, carburetors, intake valves and combustion chambers)
- Automoblies and trucks use every 3,000 miles or at your next oil change.
- Restores: lost power, acceleration, lost fuel economy, and operation of the fuel gauge sensor
- Reduces: rough idle, engine surge, hesitation, and spark plus fouling
- Improves: cold start performance, and fuel stability for up to one year

**Chevron Techron Complete Fuel System Cleaner, 12 oz.**
CHV 67740

- Restores fuel system to like-NEW in 1-Tank
- Reduces engine knock, ping and run-on
- Restores lost engine performance & fuel economy
- Innovative formula with real tests results
- G2P Technology reduces emissions

**Gumout Regane Complete Fuel System Cleaner**
GUM 800001364

- Engines with over 75,000 miles can suffer from extensive carbon deposits and excess friction.
- Gumout Regane High Mileage Fuel System Cleaner reduces friction in the upper cylinder to improve fuel economy, while using PEA (polyether-amine) to effectively remove deposits other products can’t for restored performance.

**Gumout Regane High Mileage Fuel System Cleaner, 6 oz.**
GUM 800001365

- Greatly reduces harmful NOx emissions
- Removes carbon deposits
- Totally eliminates knocking and pinging
- Raises MPG and performance

**Lucas Oil Products Deep Clean Fuel System Cleaner**
LCS 10669

- Even high-quality fuel can leave behind carbon deposits and corrosion from ethanol and water.
- Gumout Regane Complete Fuel System Cleaner conditions fuel against corrosion to help extend the life of key engine parts, while using PEA (polyether-amine) to effectively remove deposits other products can’t, for maximized performance and fuel economy.

**CRC Gasoline 1-Tank Power Renew**
CRC 5815

- Helps restore fuel injector and carburetor performance
- Jet fuel used as carrier
- Intended for use in gasoline engines only
- Keeps the fuel system free of harmful deposits to help improve overall engine performance

**CARQUEST Fuel Injector and Carburetor Cleaner**
CCM 506

- Helps reduce emissions and restore fuel injector’s proper spray pattern, improving overall engine performance
- Active jet fuel additives boost cleaning performance and overall protection of fuel injectors
- May be used in conjunction with other fuel additives

**CARQUEST Super Concentrated Fuel Injection Cleaner, 12 fl. oz.**
CCM 506

- Helps restore fuel injector and carburetor performance
- Jet fuel used as carrier
- Intended for use in gasoline engines only
- Keeps the fuel system free of harmful deposits to help improve overall engine performance

**CARQUEST Fuel Injector and Carburetor Cleaner**
CCM 550

- Reduce hydrocarbon emissions
- Maintain catalytic converter efficiency
- Safe for all gasoline diesel and hybrid engines
- Easy to use simply pop; pour and go

**Prestolite Cataclean Fuel And Exhaust System Cleaner**
CCN 120007

- Restores fuel system to like-NEW in 1-Tank
- Reduces engine knock, ping and run-on
- Restores lost engine performance & fuel economy
- Innovative formula with real tests results
- G2P Technology reduces emissions

**CRC Gasoline 1-Tank Power Renew, 15 fl. oz.**
CRC 5815

- Even high-quality fuel can leave behind carbon deposits and corrosion from ethanol and water.
- Gumout Regane Complete Fuel System Cleaner conditions fuel against corrosion to help extend the life of key engine parts, while using PEA (polyether-amine) to effectively remove deposits other products can’t, for maximized performance and fuel economy.

**Gumout Regane Complete Fuel System Cleaner, 6 oz.**
GUM 800001364

- Engines with over 75,000 miles can suffer from extensive carbon deposits and excess friction.
- Gumout Regane High Mileage Fuel System Cleaner reduces friction in the upper cylinder to improve fuel economy, while using PEA (polyether-amine) to effectively remove deposits other products can’t for restored performance.

**Gumout Regane High Mileage Fuel System Cleaner, 6 oz.**
GUM 800001365

- Greatly reduces harmful NOx emissions
- Removes carbon deposits
- Totally eliminates knocking and pinging
- Raises MPG and performance

**Lucas Oil Products Deep Clean Fuel System Cleaner, 5.25 oz.**
LCS 10669

- Restores fuel system to like-NEW in 1-Tank
- Reduces engine knock, ping and run-on
- Restores lost engine performance & fuel economy
- Innovative formula with real tests results
- G2P Technology reduces emissions

**CRC Gasoline 1-Tank Power Renew, 15 fl. oz.**
CRC 5815

- Greatly reduces harmful NOx emissions
- Removes carbon deposits
- Totally eliminates knocking and pinging
- Raises MPG and performance

**Lucas Oil Products Deep Clean Fuel System Cleaner, 5.25 oz.**
LCS 10669

- Restores fuel system to like-NEW in 1-Tank
- Reduces engine knock, ping and run-on
- Restores lost engine performance & fuel economy
- Innovative formula with real tests results
- G2P Technology reduces emissions

**CRC Gasoline 1-Tank Power Renew, 15 fl. oz.**
CRC 5815

- Greatly reduces harmful NOx emissions
- Removes carbon deposits
- Totally eliminates knocking and pinging
- Raises MPG and performance

**Lucas Oil Products Deep Clean Fuel System Cleaner, 5.25 oz.**
LCS 10669
Performance Chemicals

- A great tune-up in a bottle
- Cleans and lubricates the fuel system
- Neutralizes low sulfur fuel problems
- Increases power and miles per gallon by burning excess exhaust emissions
- Increases the life of pumps and injectors

Lucas Oil Products Complete Fuel System Cleaner Kit
LCS 10966

- Clean fuel injectors and keeps them clean
- Reduces intake valve deposits and combustion chamber deposits
- Lubricates critical components in the fuel system and engine
- Stops knocking and hesitation
- Restores lost power and MPG

Lucas Oil Products High Mileage Fuel Treatment, 5.25 oz.
LCS 10977

- Greatly reduces harmful NOx emissions
- Removes carbon deposits
- Totally eliminates knocking and pinging
- Raises MPG and performance

Lucas Oil Products Deep Clean Fuel System Cleaner, 16 oz.
LCS 10512

- Removes up to 99% more deposits than gasoline alone
- Provides top end lubrication, essential for restoring power and fuel economy
- Advance engine technology stabilizes fuel for months and helps promote easy start-ups
- Prevents rust and corrosion from Ethanol containing fuels
- Use in all engines including GDI & Hybrids

Marvel Mystery Oil Ultimate Fuel & Motor Treatment, 12 oz.
MRV 50665

- 3-in-1 fuel additive keeps new engines clean and improves vehicle’s performance
- Improves fuel economy an average of 3.2 percent
- Increases horsepower an average of 2.6 percent
- Reduces hydrocarbon, NOx and CO emissions (on average 12, 13 and 18-percent respectively)
- Prevents rough idle, hesitation and stalling

Royal Purple Max-Clean Fuel System Cleaner & Stabilizer
RPO 11722

- Increases power, performance, mileage and saves gas by cleaning & lubricating the complete fuel system.
- Helps eliminate noisy injectors & fuel pumps, rough idle, hard starting and hesitation.
- Reduced fuel system maintenance and emission control equipment.
- Improves and restores fuel efficiency of engine oil.

Rislone Gas Fuel System Treatment, 16.9 oz.
SHA 4700

- Save gas by deep cleaning the entire fuel system
- Restore peak performance
- Reduces friction
- Prevent ethanol deposits
- Inhibits corrosion

STP Ultra 5-in-1 Fuel System Cleaner, 12 fl. oz.
STP 17437

- Use every 1,000 miles or as needed to help keep injectors clean
- One 20 ounce bottle treats up to 20 gallons of fuel
- Techron technology is designed to treat fuel injector deposit build-up problems

Chevron Techron Fuel Injector Cleaner, 20 oz.
CHV 266703280

- Use every 3,000 miles

CARQUEST Fuel Injector Cleaner
GUM 7918

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
- Use every 3,000 miles

**Shell Gumout Concentrated Caruretor Cleaner**
GUM 7563

- Gumout High Mileage Fuel Injector Cleaner is designed for high mileage vehicles. It cleans fuel injectors, intake valves and ports.
- High Mileage Fuel Injector Cleaner prevents future deposit build-up for vehicles over 75,000 miles.
- It is safe for use in turbo and supercharged vehicles.
- It helps reduce emissions and will not void OEM/manufacturer's warranty.

**Gumout High Mileage Fuel Injector Cleaner, 6 oz.**
GUM 800001363

- Engine performance is affected by everything from carbon deposits and corrosion to heat and friction.
- Gumout All-In-One Complete Fuel System Cleaner uses PEA (polyether-amine) to effectively remove carbon deposits other products can’t for improved performance across the fuel system.
- All-In-One also helps extend the life of key engine parts by conditioning fuel to fight corrosion, and helps improve horsepower and fuel economy by reducing friction in the upper cylinder.

**Gumout All-In-One Complete Fuel System Cleaner, 6 oz.**
GUM 800001366

- Gumout Concentrated Fuel Injector Cleaner helps to clean fuel injectors, prevent future deposit buildup and restore lost horsepower.
- Now in a 2X concentrated formulation for the same dependable performance in a smaller bottle.

**Gumout Fuel Injector Cleaner, 6 oz.**
GUM 800001371

- Gumout Carb and Fuel Injector Cleaner helps clean fuel injectors, prevent future deposit buildup and restore lost horsepower.
- Now in a 2x concentrated formulation.

**Gumout Fuel Injector/Carburetor Cleaner, 6 oz.**
GUM 800001373

- Restores fuel economy
- Stabilizes ethanol
- Maximizes horsepower
- Improves responsiveness
- For use in both gasoline and diesel engines

**Royal Purple Max Atomizer Fuel Injector Cleaner**
RP0 18000

- Cleans entire fuel system
- Lubricates upper cylinders
- Maximizes power and mileage

**Restore Upper Cylinder Lubricant & Injector Cleaner**
RSR 50106

- Smooth’s Rough Idle
- Eliminates Hard Starts
- Quiets Noisy Fuel Systems

**Rislone Injector Cleaner, 6 oz.**
SHA 4701

- Save gas by cleaning dirty fuel injectors
- Restore performance
- Remove deposits

**STP Super Concentrated Fuel Injector Cleaner, 12 fl. oz., 2 Pack**
STP 17108

- Remove deposits
- Restore performance
- Inhibit corrosion
- Save gas

**STP Direct Injection Fuel Injector Cleaner, 12 fl. oz.**
STP 17879

- Save gas by cleaning dirty fuel injectors
- Prevents deposit buildup
- Reduces friction

**STP High Mileage Fuel Injector & Carburetor Treatment, 12 fl. oz.**
STP 515

- Save gas by cleaning dirty fuel injectors
- Restore performance
- Remove deposits

**STP Super Concentrated Fuel Injector Cleaner, 12 fl. oz.**
STP 506

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
Performance Chemicals

Performance Chemicals

Intake Cleaners

- Effectively cleans the throttle body for a smooth running engine
  CARQUEST Air Intake Cleaner CCM 1075

- Safely removes intake valve and chamber deposits
- Apply through gas-fuel-injection throttle body or carburetor throat
- Critical for Gasoline Direct Injection (GDI) engines
- Lubricates throttle plates, bushings and upper cylinders
- Use to protect intake and cylinder areas during storage

Sea Foam Spray Cleaner and Lube, 12 oz.
SEA SS14

- Eliminates hesitation and rough idle
- Removes harmful deposits
- Improves MPG
- Dries fast

CRC Throttle Body & Air-Intake Cleaner, 12 wt. oz. CRC 5078

- Restores Performance
- Reduces Emissions
- Saves Gas
- For use in gasoline engines

CRC Guaranteed To Pass Emissions Test Formula, 12 fl. oz. CRC 5063

- Removes up to 46% deposits in 1 hour
- 150X more concentrated than fuel additives
- Highest % PEA detergency

CRC GDI IVD Intake Valve & Turbo Cleaner, 11 wt. oz. CRC 5319

- For professional use, to be used with tool MMM 08837

3M Universal Fuel Injector Cleaner MMM 8956

- Improves car idle for more consistent vehicle performance
- Creates more responsive acceleration
- Produces better fuel economy
- Reduces engine knocks and pings for improved engine performance
- Affordable price potentially saves money spent on maintenance

3M Intake System Cleaner, 9 oz. MMM 8958

Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
• Easy to use
• Effective
• Oxygen sensor safe
• Clean burning
• 100% cleaning solution

3M Universal Fuel System Cleaner, 12 oz. MMM 8955

• Restores fuel economy, power and performance
• Cleans fuel injectors, intake valves, and combustion chambers

3M Universal Fuel System Cleaner Kit

3M Fuel System Cleaner Promo Pack

• Improves car idle for more consistent vehicle performance
• Creates more responsive acceleration
• Produces better fuel economy
• Reduces engine knocks and pings for improved engine performance
• Affordable price potentially saves money spent on maintenance

3M Intake System Cleaner Kit

PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS

GAS TREATMENTS

• Stabilizes gasoline for up to 2 years
• Cures ethanol problems
• Makes engines run smoothly
• Rejuvenates old fuel
• Makes engines start easily

Star Tron Enzyme Fuel Treatment

• K100-G is a bio-based formula that cures and prevents water contamination to help eliminate the danger of phase separation in E-10 fuel.
• K100-G upgrades fuel quality for reduced emissions, better mileage, easier starts, smoother idle, more power and faster acceleration.
• It works to clean dirty fuel systems, increases the shelf life of the fuel and modifies the fuel to increase atomization and improve the fuel/energy conversion process.

K100 Gasoline Fuel Treatment

• Prevents Phase Separation
• Stabilizes Fuel up to 2 years
• Complete Injector Cleaner
• Octane Booster
• Superior Lubricator

K100 Gasoline Fuel Treatment KFT K100G-8

• Cleans injectors, valve seats, combustion chambers and other critical fuel component
• Stabilizes fuel and prevents varnish & gum formation in ethanol and gasoline
• Combats deposits and protects your engine oil lubricants from the harmful effects of alcohol combustion

Lucas Oil Products Safeguard Ethanol Fuel Conditioner w/Stabilizer, 16 oz.

• Save gas by keeping fuel intake system clean
• Prevent deposit build-up
• Prevent fuel line freeze

Image Shown: 132

3M Fuel System Cleaner, 12 oz.

STP Gas Treatment, 12 fl. oz.

STP Gas Treatment, 12 fl. oz., 2 pack

FUEL STABILIZERS

• Keeps fuel fresh for up to 12 months during storage
• Eliminates the need to drain fuel prior to storage
• Ensures quick, easy starts after storage
• Prevents gum and varnish build-up
• Effective in all gasoline, including Ethanol blends

Sta-Bil Fuel Stabilizer Blister Card, 4 fl. oz.

Sta-Bil Fuel Stabilizer, 8 oz.

Sta-Bil Fuel Stabilizer, 10 fl. oz.

Sta-Bil Fuel Stabilizer, 16 oz.

Sta-Bil Fuel Stabilizer, 32 fl. oz.

• Vapor technology protects engine and fuel system above and below the fuel line.
• Helps prevent Ethanol fuel related damage in vehicles and small engines.
• Helps prevent corrosion damage and helps remove water.
• Stabilizes fuel to keep it fresh during storage.
• Helps clean fuel system for improved in-season performance.

Sta-Bil 360 Performance w/Vapor Technology, 4 fl. oz.

Sta-Bil 360 Performance w/Vapor Technology, 10 fl. oz.
**Performance Chemicals**

**Lead Substitute**
- Replaces lead protection
- Contains valve seat anti-wear additive
- Intended for off-road use

Motor Medic Lead Substitute VAL M5012

**Octane Boost**
- Increases Horsepower
- Contains no lead or alcohol

CRC Octane Boost CCM 1070

**Water Removers**
- Safe for use in all 4-cycle engines including fuel injected engines
- Prevents gas-line freeze-up
- Removes water from fuel system
- Prevents rust and corrosion
- Made in the U.S.A.

Heet Gas-Line Antifreeze and Water Remover, 12 fl. oz. HEE 28201

---

**Disclaimer:** Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
**Performance Chemicals**

# Deeply penetrates and dissolves gum, rust and corrosion
- **CARQUEST Loosen It! Penetrating Oil** CCM 1050

- Stops squeaks
- Cleans and protects
- Loosens rusted parts
- Frees sticky mechanisms
- Drives out moisture

**WD-40 Multi-Use Penetrant with Smart Straw**
- 3 oz. WD 49000
- 8 oz. WD 49002
- 12 oz. WD 49005
- 14.4 oz. WD 49019
- 18 oz. WD 49009
- 1 Gallon WD 49011
- 5 Gallon WD 49012

**Liquid Wrench Penetrating Oil** RAD L1-12
- Limitless applications
  - Solvent free
  - Safe on all metals, plastics & painted surfaces
  - Non-hazardous - Non-toxic
  - Long lasting

**Fluid Film AS11 Rust & Corrosion Inhibitor**
- Penetrant & Lubricant, 11.75 oz. Aerosol AGL 207

**Fluid Film CNAS Rust & Corrosion Inhibitor**
- Penetrant & Lubricant, 1 Gallon AGL 12207

**Fluid Film PNAS Rust & Corrosion Inhibitor**
- Penetrant & Lubricant, 5.26 Gallons AGL 3207

**CRC Freeze-Off Super Penetrant**
- 11.5 wt. oz. CRC 5002

- Equipped with an LED light source for dark areas and tight spaces
- Radial dial for multiple delivery methods including an off switch
- Fast-acting, anti-seize formula that penetrates corrosion, loosening rusted bolts and parts
- Lubrication that stops squeaks, displaces moisture and prevents corrosion

**Liquid Wrench Penetrant & Lubricant Powered by FlashSight Technology**
- 11 oz. RAD LED411

- Frees stuck nuts, bolts & locks
- Dissolves rust & cuts through grease
- Low odor, low VOC, and safe on painted surfaces
- Use on garden hose nozzles, clamps, pipes and frozen mechanisms & clean off battery terminals

**Liquid Wrench Rust Inhibitor** RAD LC9
- Protects metal from high humidity, salt water, salt spray, extreme heat, and sub-zero temperatures
- No-mess film does not freeze, melt, dry or crack
- Penetrates, lubricates and dispaces moisture
- Features state of the art Ceflon solid lubricant for superior durability and long-lasting lubrication
- 50-State compliant

**Sea Foam Deep Creep Aerosol**
- 12 oz. SEA DC14

- Frees stuck nuts, bolts & locks
- Dissolves rust & cuts through grease
- Low odor, low VOC, and safe on painted surfaces
- Use on garden hose nozzles, clamps, pipes and frozen mechanisms & clean off battery terminals

**Blaster The Original PB B’laster Penetrant**
- 11 oz. BLT 16PB
- 1 Gallon BLT 128PB

- #1-Selling Penetrant
- Breaks Free Rusted or Frozen Parts
- Protects Against Further Rust and Corrosion
- Use on Automotive, Industrial, Marine, Plumbing & Other Equipment

---

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
**PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS**

**MULTIPURPOSE LUBRICANTS**

- Frees stuck nuts, bolts and locks
- Stops squeaks and decreases noise

**CARQUEST Multipurpose Lubricant** CCM 1020

- Reduce Friction & Wear
- Protect Surfaces
- Enhance Performance
- Over 1000 Indoor & Outdoor Applications
- Light Vanilla Scent

**Blaster Pro-Grade Multi-Purpose Lubricant, 8 oz.** BLT PB-50

- Marine Formula
- Starts wet engine
- Protects against corrosion

**CRC 6-56 Multi-Purpose Lube** CRC 6006

- Starts wet engines and drives out moisture that can cause electrical failures and hard starting
- Penetrates deep through rust and corrosion to loosen frozen parts.
- Longer-lasting, superior lubrication that resists water and salt spray
- Protects against saltwater corrosion of electronic equipment, fishing reels, winches, pulleys and other metal components

**CRC 6-56 Multi-Purpose Lubricant, 11 wt. oz.** CRC 6007

- Penetrates fast, stop squeaks
- Fights corrosion
- Odor-free

**CRC Multi-Purpose Power Lube** CRC 5005

- Effective up to 850 Deg. F constant
- Excellent conductivity
- Dries rapidly at room temperature

**CRC Dry Graphite Lube, 10 oz.** CRC 3094

- Applies wet, dries quickly
- Leaves a durable dry powder
- Works into surface for lasting lubrication
- Use on interior door hinges, windows & locks

**Liquid Wrench Lubricating Oil** RAD L2-12

- Apply to any chain or wire cable
- Stays put on moving parts to reduce friction
- Reduces wear & noise
- Use on bicycles, motorcycles, throttle cables & garage door chains

**Liquid Wrench Dry Lubricant** RAD L512

- Penetrating Oil

**Lubriplate Chain and Cable Fluid** LUR L0135-063

- A premium household oil that lubricates and protects
- Convenient dropper bottle

**Solder Seal/Gunk Light Machine Oil** RAD L10-04

- Prevents rust formation
- Provides positive lubrication for smooth starting
- Dissolves gum and sludge that cut down tool speed and reduce power output
- Extends the life of your tools
- Assures maximum performance

**Marvel Mystery Oil Air Tool Oil, 4 oz.** MRV MM080R

- Odorless, a must for hunting firearms
- Great for use on compound bows
- An excellent general purpose household lubricant
- Superior to any competitors oil products, at a lower cost

**Lucas Oil Products Gun Oil, 2 oz.** LCS 10006

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS

SILICONE LUBRICANT

- Stops sticking and squeaking on nylon, rubber, metal surfaces
  CARQUEST Heavy Duty Silicone Spray CCM 1055

- Teflon Fluoropolymer Enhances Performance
- Long-Lasting Lubrication
- Won’t Accumulate Dust & Dirt
  Blaster Industrial Strength Silicone Lubricant, 11 oz. BLT 16SL

- Provides a slick coat of protection
- Waterproofs parts and stops rust
- Protects life of metal & non-metal surfaces
- Use on snow and garden shovels, snow blowers, and wheelbarrows
  Liquid Wrench Silicone Spray RAD M914

- A longer-lasting, high film strength protective lubricant
- Safe for rubber, metal, wood, glass, and plastic
- Won’t melt, freeze, gum, or run off. Performs from -20 Deg F to +400 Deg F
  American Grease Stick Co. Sil-Glyde Silicone Lubricant, Tube, 8 oz. AGS SG8

LITHIUM GREASE

- Heavy Duty lubricant for metal to metal applications such as hinges
  CARQUEST White Lithium Grease CCM 1065

- Keep Surfaces Lubricated in Extreme Temperatures
- Protects Against Moisture & Oxidation
- Leaves a Thick Layer of Grease
  Blaster High-Performance White Lithium Grease, 11 oz. BLT 16-LG

- Long lasting lubrication
- Superior water and heat resistance
- Excellent metal-to-metal lubricant
- Product may attract dirt; not for use on wheel bearings or areas where appearance is important
- Will not wash out, melt or freeze
  CRC White Lithium Grease, 10 wt. oz. CRC 5037

BELT CONDITIONERS

- Eliminates squeaks, extends the life of drive belts by improving traction
  CARQUEST Belt Dressing CCM 1085

- Prolongs belt life
- Eliminates squeaks
- Use every 3,000 miles
  CRC Belt Conditioner, 7.5 wt. oz. CRC 5350

FOGGING OIL

- Coats internal engine components to prevent corrosion
- Displaces moisture from metal to protect engine
- Lubricates cylinders to prevent cylinder damage (scuffing) at start up
- For all 2-cycle and 4-cycle gasoline engines
- Made in the U.S.A.
  Sta-Bil Fogging Oil, 12 oz. GOL 22001

- For all 2 & 4 cycle engines
- Protects internal engine parts from corrosion
  CRC Engine Stor Fogging Oil, 13 wt. oz. CRC 6068

* Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
**PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS**

**BRAKE CLEANER**

- Professional strength
- Non-chlorinated formula
- Quick evaporation
- Dissolves and removes dirt, grease, oil and other contaminants

**Wearever Brake Parts Cleaner** WES W7340

- Strongest 50 state formula
- Cleans, degreases, and dries fast
- Removes brake fluid, grease & oil
- Stops disc brake squeal
- No disassembly required

**CRC Brakleen Pro Series Brake Parts Cleaner - 50 State Compliant, 20 wt. oz.** CRC 05050PS

- Degreases instantly
- Cleans fast, dries fast
- Leaves no residue
- Removes brake fluid, grease and oil

**CRC Brakleen Brake Parts Cleaner, 19 wt. oz.** CRC 5089

- Professional strength
- Non-chlorinated formula
- Quick evaporation
- Dissolves and removes dirt, grease, oil and other contaminants

**Wearever Low-VOC Brake Parts Cleaner** WES W7341

- Professional strength
- Less than 45% volatile organic compounds
- Professional strength
- Non-chlorinated formula
- Quick evaporation
- Dissolves and removes dirt, grease, oil and other contaminants

**Wearever Chlorinated Brake Parts Cleaner** WES W5089

- Professional strength

**CRC Brakleen Pro Series Brake Parts Cleaner Non-Chlorinated, 14 wt. oz.** CRC 5050

- Professional strength
- Non-chlorinated formula
- Quick evaporation
- Dissolves and removes dirt, grease, oil and other contaminants

**CRC Brakleen Pro Series Brake Parts Cleaner Non-Chlorinated Low VOC, 19 wt. oz.** CRC 05084PS

- Professional strength
- Non-chlorinated formula
- Quick evaporation
- Dissolves and removes dirt, grease, oil and other contaminants

**CRC Brakleen Pro Series Brake Parts Cleaner Non-Chlorinated, 18 wt. oz.** CRC 05088PS

- Professional strength
- Non-chlorinated formula
- Quick evaporation
- Dissolves and removes dirt, grease, oil and other contaminants

**CRC Brakleen Pro-Series Brake Parts Cleaner Non-Flammable, 29 wt. oz.** CRC 05089PS

- Professional strength
- Non-flammable
- Cleans, degreases, and dries fast
- Removes brake fluid, grease & oil
- Stops disc brake squeal
- No disassembly required

**CRC Brakleen Brake Parts Cleaner Non-Flammable, 14 wt. oz.** CRC 5088

- Professional strength
- Non-flammable
- Cleans, degreases, and dries fast
- Removes brake fluid, grease & oil
- Stops disc brake squeal
- No disassembly required

**CRC Brakleen Pro-Series Brake Parts Cleaner Non-Flammable, 29 wt. oz.** CRC 05089PS

- Professional strength
- Non-flammable
- Cleans, degreases, and dries fast
- Removes brake fluid, grease & oil
- Stops disc brake squeal
- No disassembly required

**CRC Brakleen Brake Parts Cleaner Non-Flammable, 14 wt. oz.** CRC 5088

- Professional strength
- Non-flammable
- Cleans, degreases, and dries fast
- Removes brake fluid, grease & oil
- Stops disc brake squeal
- No disassembly required

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
**PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS**

**CARBURETOR CLEANERS**

- **CRC Brakleen Brake Parts Cleaner**  
  Non-Chlorinated, 14 wt. oz. CRC 5084

- **CRC Non-Chlorinated Brake Parts Cleaner**  
  CRC 5086

- **CRC SmartWasher OzzyJuice SW-7 Parts/Brake Cleaning Solution, 5 gallon**  
  CRC 14721

- **3M High Power Brake Cleaner, 14 oz.**  
  MMM 8880

- **3M High Power Brake Cleaner, 14 oz.**  
  MMM 8179

- **3M High Power Brake Cleaner, 14 oz.**  
  MMM 8180

- **Valvoline Brake Parts Cleaner, 50 State Compliant,**  
  15 oz. VAL 681046

- **Valvoline Non-Chlorinated Low VOC Brake Parts Cleaner,**  
  15 oz. VAL 602371

- **Radiator Specialty Gunk Brake Parts Cleaner**  
  RAD M715

- **Carquest Carb Cleaner, Aerosol**  
  CCM 1036

- **Advance Auto Parts Carburetor, Choke and Valve Cleaner, 12.5 oz.**  
  CCM 1035

- **CRC Carburetor Cleaner**  
  CCM 1038

- **Berkebile 2 plus 2 Instant Gum Cutter 2+2 Carb Cleaner**  
  BBL B101

---

* Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
• High Energy Solvent Technology
• Dissolves completely
• No residue

Berrymen B-12 Chemtool Carburetor, Choke and Throttle Body Cleaner, 16 fl. oz. (Not VOC compliant in some states) BER 117

• High Energy Solvent Technology
• Improves engine performance
• Increase fuel economy
• Restores power
• Reduces emissions

Berrymen B-12 Chemtool Carburetor, Fuel System and Injector Cleaner, 15 fl. oz. BER 116

• Fast, efficient
• Slow evaporation
• Professional use only

CRC Tyme 1 Carburetor & Cold Parts Cleaner, 5 Gallon CRC 14104

• Helps treat hard starting, rough idling, stalling and high exhaust emissions
• Cleans gum, varnish and dirt off the outside of the carburetor
• Cleans the inside of the carburetor throat

Gumout Jet Spray Carb + Choke Cleaner, 16 oz. GUM 800002230

• Cleans and lubricates throttle body and carburetor assemblies
• Removes residue to increase engine performance
• Nozzle allows dispensing cleaner while can held upside down
• Ergonomic trigger allows maximum control

Scotch-Brite 3M Throttle Plate and Carb Cleaner, 8.5 oz. MMM 8866

• Powerful blend of low VOC solvents
• Removes dirt, varnish, gum and sludge
• Cleans the carburetor and combustion chamber of gasoline engines
• 50-State compliant

Gunk Carburetor Parts Cleaner Non-Chlorinated RAD M4815NC

• Powerful solvents
• Removes dirt, varnish, gum and sludge
• Cleans the carburetor and combustion chamber of gasoline engines
• NOT FOR SALE IN CALIFORNIA

Gunk Carburetor Parts Cleaner Chlorinated RAD M48-14

• Cleaner comes in 96 oz. can
• Included drip basket is perfect for those who prefer a hands-on approach when cleaning small engine parts. Drip basket is included inside the can.
• Solvent is great for cleaning metal parts in home, garage or shop
• Efficiently removes carbon, grease, oil, varnish, paint and grime deposits
• Product is environmentally friendly and responsible; it is non-corrosive, non-chlorinated, contains no ozone depleters, phenols or cresyls

Gunk Carburetor & Parts Cleaner with Drip Basket RAD CC3K

• Helps free stuck heat risers and throttle linkages.
• Instantly dissolves deposits to restore maximum power
• SAFE FOR OXYGEN SENSORS AND CATALYTIC CONVERTERS
• Contains no chlorinated solvents
• 50 State Compliant

Valvoline Pyroil Carb & Throttle Body Cleaner, 13 oz. VAL PYC16

• Helps free stuck heat risers and throttle linkages.
• Instantly dissolves deposits to restore maximum power
• SAFE FOR OXYGEN SENSORS AND CATALYTIC CONVERTERS
• Contains no chlorinated solvents
• 50 State Compliant

Valvoline Pyroil Carb & Throttle Body Cleaner, Low VOC, 13 oz. VAL PYCVOC16

• Effectively cleans throttle plates on fuel injected engines
• Eliminates hesitation and rough idle
• Contains no chlorinated solvents
• Meets current low VOC regulations

Valvoline Carb & Throttle Body Cleaner, 50 State Compliant, 13 oz. VAL 681045

• Helps restores lost horsepower, eliminate hard starts and smoothes rough idle
• Effectively cleans throttle plates on fuel injected engines
• Eliminates hesitation and rough idle
• Contains no chlorinated solvents

Valvoline Carb & Throttle Body Cleaner, 13 oz. VAL 602333

* Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
**PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS**

**ELECTRIC PARTS CLEANER & DRYERS**

- Fast cleaner & degreaser for elect systems & equipment
  CARQUEST Electric Motor & Parts Cleaner CCM 1025

- Quick Drying
  - No residue
  - Safe for plastics
  CARQUEST Electrical Contact Cleaner CCM 1041

- For energized equipment
  - Degreases fast
  - Removes oil and dirt
  - Non-staining
  - Leaves no residue
  CRC Lectra-Motive Electric Parts Cleaner, 19 wt. oz. CRC 5018

- Cleans and protects sensitive electronic equipment
  - Helps prevent contact failure
  - Plastic safe
  - Leaves no residue
  CRC QD Electronic Cleaner, 11 wt. oz. CRC 5103

- Dries wet ignition systems.
  - Prevents recurrency of wetting.
  - Leaves distributor, wires and coil weatherproofed.
  Solder Seal/Gunk Wire Dryer RAD M13-06

**PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS**

**MISC. PARTS CLEANER**

- Safe on all metals
  Radiator Specialty Hydro Seal II Heavy Duty Parts Cleaner Basket RAD HS3K

- Ultra-fast dry time
  - No residue
  - High-pressure trigger
  - Heavy duty cleaning agent
  - No chlorinated solvents
  Solder Seal/Gunk Instant Parts Cleaner & Degreaser, 14 oz. RAD PCD14T

- Plastic safe
  - Safe on sensitive equipment
  - Increases horsepower
  - Reduces rough idle
  - Decreases hesitation and pinging
  CRC Mass Air Flow Sensor Cleaner, 11 wt. oz. CRC 5110

**PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS**

**ENGINE CLEANER**

- Low VOC, California Approved
  - Removes grease, easy to use
  CARQUEST Heavy Duty Engine Degreaser CCM 1030CA

- Deep cleaning, fast acting and self-emulsifying
  - Rinses clean with water
  Advance Auto Parts Heavy Duty Engine Degreaser
  CCM 1030

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
Performance Chemicals

**Starting Fluids**

- Premium starting fluid helps start gasoline and diesel engines at most temperatures
- Recommended for all small internal combustion engines

**CARQUEST Premium Starting Fluid** PVF 91016

- Helps start gasoline and diesel engines

**CARQUEST Starting Fluid** PVF 91015

- Regular use helps give fast starts, extends battery life, and saves wear on starters

**CARQUEST HD Starting Fluid With Upper Cylinder Lubricant** PVF 91009

- Starts engines quickly & reduces drain on batteries
- Contains an upper cylinder lubricant
- Fits diesel injector systems
- Gives smooth starts in all kinds of weather

**Valvoline Pyroil Starting Fluid, 7.5 oz.** VAL PYSFR7.5
**Valvoline Pyroil Starting Fluid, 11 oz.** VAL PYSFR11

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*

---

**PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS**

**Chemicals**

- No flash or fire point
- Evaporates rapidly
- Removes grease and oil

**CRC T-Force Degreaser MUO, Manufacturing Use Only, 18 oz. CRC 3915**

- Cleans air and waterborne soils as well as grease
- Foam clings to vertical surfaces
- Rinses easily with water
- Removes grease and grime from auto, marine and tractor engines

**Solder Seal/Gunk Foamy Engine Cleaner, Low VOC RAD FEB1CA**

- Safely removes dirt, dust and road grime and can be used on all vehicles
- Foam clings to vertical surfaces and picks up dirt
- Quick, effective foaming action
- Rinses easily with water

**Gunk Engine Brite Engine Cleaner Foamy RAD FEB1**

- Our #1 selling formula
- Specially formulated for older, hardworking, leaky and greasy engines
- Deep cleaning, fast acting and self-emulsifying
- Rinses clean with water

**Solder Seal/Gunk Original Engine Cleaner, Low VOC RAD EB1CA**

- Our #1 selling formula
- Specially formulated for older, greasy engines
- Deep cleaning and fast acting
- Rinses clean with water

**Gunk Engine Brite Engine Degreaser Original RAD EB1**

- Our most aggressive engine degreaser
- Specially formulated to remove baked on grease and oil from hotter-running engines
- Clings where it’s sprayed
- Deep penetrating action

**Gunk Engine Brite Engine Degreaser Heavy Duty Gel RAD EBGEL**

- Protects and leaves a detailed shine
- Makes future clean up easier
- Leaves a satin-like finish
- Pleasant citrus scent

**Gunk Engine Brite Engine Protector Shine RAD CEB1**

- Removes tough road grime, oil & grease
- Safe on all metal & plastic surfaces under the hood
- Zero VOC

**Gunk HD Engine Degreaser RAD EBT32**

- Protects and leaves a detailed shine
- Makes future clean up easier
- Leaves a satin-like finish
- Pleasant citrus scent

*Image Shown: PYSFR7.5*
**Valvoline Extra Strength Starting Fluid, 11 oz. VAL 602373**  
- Extra Strength Starting Fluid for the fastest starts  
- Starts engines quickly and reduces drain on batteries  
- Compatible with gasoline or diesel engines  
- Contains upper cylinder lubricant

**Performance Chemicals**

**Engine Additives**

- Reduces friction & wear, especially at start-up, helping to eliminate dry starts  
- Prevents camshaft wear  
- Increases engine life  
- High performance formula stabilizes the motor oil to ensure against viscosity and thermal breakdown

**Rislone NanoPrime Engine + Oil Additive, 16.9 oz. BAR 4104**

**Rislone Engine Oil Treatment, 32 oz. SHA 100QR**

- Reduces Friction & Wear  
- Quiets Noisy Lifters & Valves  
- Removes and Prevents Sludge

**Z-Max Micro-Lubricant Engine Formula OCR 51-212**

- Reduce Carbon Deposits  
- Improve Gas Mileage  
- Restore Power  
- Extend Engine Life

**Valvoline Chemicals Premium Engine Treatment with Stop Leak, 15 oz. VAL VETSL15**

- Quiets noisy filters  
- Super concentrated formula eliminates valve noises by dissolving gum, sludge, and dirt deposits from valve lifters

**Slick 50 High Mileage Engine Treatment, 15 oz. SLK 750002**

- Helps rejuvenate seals and gaskets  
- Helps reduce water and heat  
- Helps reduce deposit and varnish for improved cleanliness  
- Helps reduce engine noise and smoke  
- Safe for use in synthetic or conventional motor oil

**Valvoline Chemicals Premium Engine Treatment with Stop Leak, 15 oz. VAL VETSL15**

- Quiet noisy filters  
- Super concentrated formula eliminates valve noises by dissolving gum, sludge, and dirt deposits from valve lifters

**Duralube Instant Quiet IGB HL-41705-12**

- Silence engine & transmission noise

**Duralube Advanced Engine Treatment, 32 oz. IGB HL-DLOS-06NR**

- Can be used in gas, diesel & hybrid engines  
- For maximum results, use every oil change

**Slick 50 Supercharged Synthetic Engine Treatment, 15 oz. SLK 750001**

- Helps rejuvenate seals and gaskets  
- Helps reduce water and heat  
- Helps reduce deposit and varnish for improved cleanliness  
- Helps reduce engine noise and smoke  
- Safe for use in synthetic or conventional motor oil

**Rislone 3X Concentrated Oil Supplement with Zinc Treatment, 11 oz. SHA 4405**

- Reduces friction & wear, especially at start-up, helping to eliminate dry starts  
- Prevents Camshaft Wear  
- Increases Engine Life  
- High performance formula stabilizes the motor oil to insure against viscosity and thermal breakdown

**Slick 50, inventors of the engine treatment introduce Slick 50 Recharged High Mileage Engine Treatment.**

- Slick 50’s Recharged technology was developed for vehicles that suffer from lost performance due to friction and wear, oil consumption and leaks, smoking and sludge build up.  
- It is formulated to restore the performance of your high mileage vehicle and keep it running like new.

**Slick 50 Supercharged Synthetic Engine Treatment pour and drive formula enhances oil durability, cleans and prevents sludge, and fights ethanol water damage.**

- Fully formulated synthetic 5W-30 motor oil meets ILSAC GF-5 motor oil specifications and enhanced with additives specifically for high mileage engines.

**Slick 50 High Mileage Engine Treatment, 15 oz. SLK 750002**

- Slick 50’s propriety formulation is built from a base of fully formulated 10W-30 motor oil that meets ILSAC GF5 motor oil specifications and enhanced with additives specifically for high mileage engines.

**Slick 50’s Recharged technology was developed for vehicles that suffer from lost performance due to friction and wear, oil consumption and leaks, smoking and sludge build up.**

- Unlike some oil additives Slick 50 will not dilute the additives already in your motor oil

**Slick 50 Supercharged Synthetic Engine Treatment, 15 oz. SLK 750001**

- Slick 50’s propriety formulation is built from a base of fully formulated 10W-30 motor oil that meets ILSAC GF5 motor oil specifications and enhanced with additives specifically for high mileage engines.

**Slick 50 High Mileage Engine Treatment, 15 oz. SLK 750002**

- Slick 50’s propriety formulation is built from a base of fully formulated 10W-30 motor oil that meets ILSAC GF5 motor oil specifications and enhanced with additives specifically for high mileage engines.

**Slick 50’s propriety formulation is built from a base of fully formulated 10W-30 motor oil that meets ILSAC GF5 motor oil specifications and enhanced with additives specifically for high mileage engines.**

**Slick 50’s propriety formulation is built from a base of fully formulated 10W-30 motor oil that meets ILSAC GF5 motor oil specifications and enhanced with additives specifically for high mileage engines.**

**Slick 50’s propriety formulation is built from a base of fully formulated 10W-30 motor oil that meets ILSAC GF5 motor oil specifications and enhanced with additives specifically for high mileage engines.**

**Slick 50’s propriety formulation is built from a base of fully formulated 10W-30 motor oil that meets ILSAC GF5 motor oil specifications and enhanced with additives specifically for high mileage engines.**

**Slick 50’s propriety formulation is built from a base of fully formulated 10W-30 motor oil that meets ILSAC GF5 motor oil specifications and enhanced with additives specifically for high mileage engines.**

**Slick 50’s propriety formulation is built from a base of fully formulated 10W-30 motor oil that meets ILSAC GF5 motor oil specifications and enhanced with additives specifically for high mileage engines.**
**Performance Chemicals**

**Oil Treatment**

- Defends against engine wear
- Helps reduce oil consumption
- Protects engine parts

**Advance Auto Parts Oil Treatment, 15 oz.** CCM 6607

- Valve and lifter cleaner
- Dissolves sludge
- Quiets noisy operation

**CRC Valve Kleen Oil Treatment** CRC 5331

- High Mileage Engine Oil Treatment

**Motor Honey Engine Oil Treatment High Mileage Engine Oil Treatment** CAE C165-12

- Premium Synthetic and Conventional Oil Stabilizer

**Motor Honey Premium Oil Stabilizer Premium Synthetic and Conventional Oil Stabilizer** CAE C166

- Multi-System Tune-Up from Gumout is the only multi-system additive that can treat the complete fuel system in any engine type.
- Designed for today’s engines, it is formulated with a special blend of premium cleaning agents, anti-oxidants and corrosion inhibitors that can be used in the fuel tank, crank case or directly in the fuel rail.
- The key ingredients in this treatment are proven in ASTM test to improve performance when used in gasoline, diesel, biodiesel, E85 and motor oil.

**Gumout Multi-System Tune-Up** GUM 510011

- Contains high-shear polymers which provide a seal for worn pistons & rings to stop blow-by.
- Cushions and coats engine parts helping to reduce wear and quiet noisy lifters.
- Retains oil flow characteristics in hot and cold weather.
- Works with all gasoline and diesel engines using conventional, high mileage and synthetic oil.
- Stops Exhaust Smoke

**Rislone Ring Seal Smoke Repair, 16 oz.** SHA 4416

- Hy-Per Lube Zinc Replacement Additive will provide maximum wear protection for cams and lifters in flat tappet cam design engines.
- Reduces Cold Start Wear After Long Periods of Shut Down
- Maintains a Strong Oil Film at High Temperatures
- Compatible With All Motor Oils - Including Synthetic

**Hyperlube Hy-Per Lube Zinc Replacement Additive, 12 oz.** HPL HP212

- Increases Film Strength
- Improves Viscosity and Prevents Thermal Breakdown
- Quiets Engine Noise
- Reduces Temperature

**Hyperlube Hy-Per Lube Oil Supplement, 32 oz.** HPL HPL201

- Cleans and lubricates the entire fuel system from the tank to injectors
- Removes harmful deposits on intake valves and cylinder heads
- Lubricates the upper cylinder walls as well as the compression rings and oil rings
- Contains special Lucas additives that cause the fuel to burn thoroughly for fewer exhaust emissions and more MPG
- COUNTERACTS THE CORROSIVE EFFECT OF ETHANOL IN FUEL

**Lucas Oil Products Complete Engine Treatment, 16 oz.** LCS 10016

- Excellent at fighting off sludge
- Lubricates all internal parts to minimize wear in any engine
- Eliminates the noise, emissions and oil consumption associated with worn engine
- Raises oil pressure

**Lucas Oil Products High Mileage Oil Stablizer, 1 Quart** LCS 10118

- Increase oil life at least 50% longer
- Reduces oil consumption
- Eliminates dry starts
- Raises oil pressure
- Increases power and miles per gallon

**Lucas Oil Products Heavy Duty Oil Stabilizer, 1 Quart** LCS 10001

**Lucas Oil Products Heavy Duty Oil Stabilizer, 1 Gallon** LCS 10002

- Increase oil life by at least 50%
- Reduces oil consumption
- Eliminates dry starts
- Raises oil pressure
- Increases power and MPG

**Lucas Oil Products Pure Synthetic Oil Stabilizer, 1 Quart** LCS 10130

---

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
- Protects camshaft lifters and valve train during break-in period of motor
- Excellent for flat tappet camshafts during break-in or as an additive to any motor oil to prevent premature wear
- Exclusive blend of extreme pressure additives
- Add one bottle with every oil change to increase the zinc content of your motor oil
- Designed for race applications requiring additional extreme pressure additives

Lucas Oil Products Engine Break-In Oil Additive - TB Zinc Plus, 16 oz. LCS 10063

- Provides top end lubrication essential for restoring power and fuel economy
- Advanced engine technology stabilizes fuel for months and helps promote easy start-ups
- Prevents rust and corrosion from Ethanol containing fuels
- Reduces cold weather starts and creates smoother starts
- Can be used in all engines including direct injection (GDI & hybrids)

Marvel Mystery Oil Enhancer & Fuel Treatment, 16 oz. MRV MM12R
Marvel Mystery Oil Enhancer & Fuel Treatment, 32 oz. MRV MM13R
Marvel Mystery Oil Enhancer & Fuel Treatment, 1 Gallon MRV MM14R

- Sea Foam Motor Treatment Cleans fuel injectors and carburetor passageways
- Lubricates throttle plates, bushings and upper cylinders
- Stabilizes gas & diesel fuels up to 2 years
- Works in crankcase oil to liquify harmful residues & deposits
- Sea Foam Spray safely removes intake valve and chamber deposits

Sea Foam Pour & Spray Combo Pack SEA SF-SS

- Cleans fuel injector and carburetor passageways
- Cleans intake valve and chamber deposits
- Lubricates upper cylinders
- Works in crankcase oil to liquify harmful residues & deposits
- Stabilizes gas & diesel fuel up to 2 years

Sea Foam Motor Treatment, 16 fl. oz. SEA SF16
Sea Foam Motor Treatment, 128 fl. oz. SEA SF-128

- Rejuvenates seals and gaskets
- Helps stop engine leaks, noise and smoking
- Contains zinc anti-wear agent ZDDP

STP High Mileage Oil Treatment + Stop Leak, 15 fl. oz. STP 78595

- Contains added friction protection to help reduce heat and wear
- Safe for use in synthetic or conventional motor oil
- Helps reduce heat and friction to extend engine life
- Helps eliminate dry starts
- Helps prevent oil from shearing out of grade

Valvoline Chemicals Advanced Heavy Duty Oil Stabilizer, 15 oz. VAL VVOS15

PERFORMANCE
CHEMICALS

SMOKE TREATMENT

- Stops oil burning and reduces exhaust smoke
- Helps lessen engine noise and restore compression
- Improves power and performance

Bardahl No-Smoke Oil Treatment, 16 oz. BRD 2116

- Stops oil burning and reduces exhaust smoke
- Contains seal-swelling agents and seal conditioners to restore pliability to seals that are starting to dry, shrink or become brittle
- Helps improve power and performance
- Helps lessen engine noise and restore compression

Bardahl No-Smoke Plus Stop Leak Oil Treatment, 16 oz. BRD 2117-W

PERFORMANCE
CHEMICALS

COMPRESSION BUILDERS

- Increases Oil Pressure
- Reduces Friction
- Helps Clean Internal Parts
- Quiets Knocking
- Stops Ticking

Bars Leak Engine Repair, 16 oz. BAR 1000

- Permanent seal for oil leaks in rear main gaskets and seals
- Repairs and reconditions damaged rubber seals to like new conditions
- All leaks are sealed while the vehicle is being driven
- Easy to use Pour-N-Go

BlueDevil Rear Main Sealer BDS 234

* Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
Performance Chemicals

**Restore Engine Restorer and Lubricant with CSL 4-Cylinder Formula, 9 oz. RSR 9**
- Restores cylinder compression, horsepower, and engine life.
- Reduces oil burning and oil consumption.
- Compatible with all mineral and synthetic motor oils.
- Not formulated for use in 2 cycle engines.

**Restore Engine Restorer and Lubricant with CSL 6-Cylinder Formula, 12.5 oz. RSR 12**
- Restores cylinder compression, horsepower, and engine life.
- Reduces oil burning and oil consumption.
- Compatible with all mineral and synthetic motor oils.
- Not formulated for use in 2 cycle engines.

**Restore Engine Restorer and Lubricant with CSL 8-Cylinder Formula, 16 oz. RSR 16**
- Restores cylinder compression, horsepower, and engine life.
- Reduces oil burning and oil consumption.
- Compatible with all mineral and synthetic motor oils.
- Not formulated for use in 2 cycle engines.

**Performance Chemicals**

**STOP LEAKS**

**Bars Leak Engine Oil Stop Leak, 11 oz. BAR 1010**
- Stops Leaks
- Prevents Leaks
- Conditions Seals

**Bars Leak Concentrated Rear Main Seal Repair, 16.9 oz. BAR 1040**
- Seals Timing Covers
- Seals Cam Seals
- Seals Rear Main Seals
- 2X Concentrate

**Bars Leak Valve Seal Oil Consumption Repair, 16.9 oz. BAR VS-1**
- Guaranteed to repair valve stem seal leaks
- One dosage stops smoking & oil burning guaranteed
- Reinforced with synthetic polymers
- Reduces oil consumption

**Bars Leak Oil Seal Repair, 16.9 oz. BAR OS-1**
- Engine oil burning & leak repair

**Bars Leak Concentrated Rear Main Seal Repair, 16.9 oz. BAR 1040**
- Guaranteed to permanently seal seeping or dripping oil leaks
- Repairs and reconditions rubber seals throughout any fluid oil system
- All leaks are sealed while the vehicle is being driven

**BlueDevil Oil Stop Leak BDS 49499**
- Engine Oil Leak Stopper and Seal Conditioner

**Motor Honey Engine Oil Leak Stopper & Seal Conditioner CAE C168-12**
- Compatible with petroleum, semi-synthetic and full synthetic motor oils
- Renews worn seals with no risk of damage or eventual corrosion
- Reduces engine noise and oil consumption, while raising oil pressure
- Contains no harmful solvents

**Lucas Oil Products Engine Oil Stop Leak, 1 Quart LCS 10278**
- Seals common engine leaks within 300 miles of driving.
- Compatible with all grades of motor oil.

**CD2 Chemicals Engine Oil Stop Leak HD, 15 oz. TWX 4105R**
- Seals common engine leaks within 300 miles of driving.
- Compatible with all grades of motor oil.

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
**PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS**

**ENGINE FLUSH**
- Helps remove varnish and sludge that draining leaves behind
- Safe for seals and recycled oil disposal
- Non-corrosive formula
- Proven effective in the industry standard test for cleanliness sequence IIII.

*Valvoline Chemicals Premium Engine Flush, 15 oz.* VAL VEF15

*Performance Chemicals* • Helps remove varnish and sludge that draining leaves behind • Safe for seals and recycled oil disposal • Non-corrosive formula • Proven effective in the industry standard test for cleanliness sequence IIII.

*Valvoline Chemicals Premium Engine Flush, 15 oz.* VAL VEF15

**Valvoline Chemicals Premium Engine Flush, 15 oz.** VAL VEF15
- Helps remove varnish and sludge that draining leaves behind
- Safe for seals and recycled oil disposal
- Non-corrosive formula
- Proven effective in the industry standard test for cleanliness sequence IIII.

*Valvoline Chemicals Premium Engine Flush, 15 oz.* VAL VEF15

**PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS**

**POWER STEERING FLUID**
- For OEM applications
- Protects against rust and corrosion
- Reduces pump squeal and wear
- Meets performance requirements of: General Motors-GM9985010 (GM part #1050017); Ford-ESW-M2C128-CandD; Chrysler-MS-5932

*CARQUEST Power Steering Fluid, 1 Quart* CBF 590

- Protects against rust and corrosion
- Reduces pump squeal and wear
- Meets performance requirements of: General Motors-GM9985010 (GM part #1050017); Ford-ESW-M2C128-CandD; Chrysler-MS-5932

*CARQUEST Power Steering Fluid, 12 oz.* CBF 260

- Formulated for use in GM, Ford and Chrysler vehicles and in most foreign cars and light trucks
- Formulated to help protect modern power steering systems against pump breakdown caused by wear, oxidation and foaming
- Helps stop squeals
- Pours at sub-zero temperatures to help assure consistent cold-weather steering performance

*Prestone Power Steering Fluid* PRS AS261Y

- Formulated for use in GM, Ford, and Chrysler vehicles and most foreign cars and light trucks

*Prestone Power Steering Fluid + Stop Leak* PRS AS263Y

- For use in GM, Ford, and Chrysler vehicles and most foreign cars and light trucks

*Prestone Power Steering Fluid Plus Stop Leak* PRS AS262

- Formulated for use in GM, Ford, and Chrysler vehicles and most foreign cars and light trucks

*Prestone Full-Synthetic Power Steering Fluid for American Vehicles, 12 oz.* PRS AS264Y

- For use in GM, Ford and Chrysler vehicles and in most foreign cars and light trucks
- Formulated to help protect modern power steering systems against pump breakdown caused by wear, oxidation and foaming
- Helps stop squeals
- Pours at sub-zero temperatures to help assure consistent cold-weather steering performance

*Prestone Power Steering Fluid* PRS AS260

*Lucas Oil Products Power Steering Fluid w/Conditioners, 16 oz.* LCS 10442

- Formulated for use in GM, Ford and Chrysler vehicles and in most foreign cars and light trucks
- Formulated to help protect modern power steering systems against pump breakdown caused by wear, oxidation and foaming
- Helps stop squeals
- Pours at sub-zero temperatures to help assure consistent cold-weather steering performance

*Lucas Oil Products Power Steering Fluid w/Conditioners, 16 oz.* LCS 10442
Performance Chemicals

**Prestone Asian Power Steering Fluid**  PRS AS269Y-6
- Restores Steering Performance
- Quiets Noise
- Stops Leaks
- Conditions Seals and O-Rings

**Bars Leak Power Steering Repair, 16 oz. BAR 1600**

**Prestone European Power Steering Fluid**  PRS AS268Y-6
- Repairs leaks in Power Steering, as well as rack and pinion systems
- Compatible with domestic, import, and commercial grade power steering fluid
- Repairs and reconditions damaged rubber seals to like new conditions
- All leaks are sealed while the vehicle is being driven

**BlueDevil Power Steering Stop Leak BDS 232**

**Valvoline Pyroil Honda Power Steering Fluid**  VAL HPS-12
- For use in Honda or Acura vehicles

**Valvoline Power Steering Fluid, 32 oz. VAL 602241**
- Keeps seals and o-rings pliable
- Prevents leakage & squealing under severe conditions
- Protects against pump breakdown
- Not for use in Honda or Acura vehicles

**Valvoline Power Steering Fluid, 1 Gallon VAL 799222**
- Stops leaks by reconditioning seals that harden and shrink with age.
- Protects against pump breakdown caused by wear, foam and oxidation.
- Formulated for use in GM, Ford, Chrysler, Toyota, and other import vehicles except Honda/Acura.

**Valvoline MaxLife Power Steering Fluid with Stop Leak, 32 oz. VAL WV335**
- Compatible with conventional and synthetic fluids
- Prevents leaks by conditioning seals against drying and shrinking without seal swellers
- Quiets noisy power steering pumps and eliminates steering noises, whines, squeals, groans, shudder, etc.
- Ideal for systems with stiffness especially on cold mornings also known as morning sickness
- Improves responsiveness

**Lube Gard Power Steering Fluid Protectant with LXE, Size 4 oz. LUE 20404**

**Bars Leak Power Steering Repair, 16 oz. BAR 1600**

**Lucas Oil Products Power Steering Stop Leak, 12 oz. LCS 10008**

**Lucas Oil Products Power Steering Stop Leak, 1 Quart LCS 10011**

**Solder Seal/Gunk Steer Seal, Power Steering Sealer & Conditioner RAD M17-12**
- Compatible with conventional and synthetic fluids
- Prevents leaks by conditioning seals against drying and shrinking without seal swellers
- Quiets noisy power steering pumps and eliminates steering noises, whines, squeals, groans, shudder, etc.
- Ideal for systems with stiffness especially on cold mornings also known as morning sickness
- Improves responsiveness

**Bars Leak Head Gasket & Cooling Sealant, 33.8 oz. BAR HG-1**

**PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS HEAD GASKET, BLOCK SEAL & COOLANTLOCK STOP LEAK**
- Repairs Blown Head & Intake Gasket Leaks
- Seals Cracked Cylinder Heads & Block
- Stops Heater Core & Radiator Leaks
- Fixes Freeze & Core Plug Leaks

**Bars Leak Head Gasket & Cooling Sealant, 33.8 oz. BAR HG-1**
**Performance Chemicals**

- **Bars Leak Head Gasket Repair, 20 oz.** BAR 1100
  - Stops Block Leaks
  - Seals Cracked Cylinder Heads
  - Repairs Blown Head Gaskets

- **Bars Leak Head Gasket Fix, 24 oz.** BAR 1111
  - Stops Block Leaks
  - Seals Cracked Cylinder Heads & Block
  - Repairs Blown Head Gaskets

- **Bars Leak Liquid Copper Block Seal Intake & Radiator Stop Leak, 18 oz.** BAR 1109
  - Seals larger leaks
  - Seals
  - Repairs Heater Core Leaks
  - Repairs Freeze Plugs
  - Repairs Block Leaks

- **BlueDevil Head Gasket Sealant - Pour N Go** BDS 209
  - Easy to use Pour-N-Go formula
  - No flush or thermostat removal required
  - Perfect for customers seeking a single repair on a 4-6 cylinder engine

- **BlueDevil Radiator and Block Sealer** BDS 205
  - Permanent repair, Guaranteed!
  - Contains no solid or particulate matter that can harm a engine
  - Alternative solution for costly and time consuming repair
  - Safe and easy to use

- **K-Seal Coolant Leak Repair, Head Gasket Sealant, Block Sealer, Radiator, Heater Core Stop Leak** SVT ST5501
  - Anyone can use this product - No Flushing or Draining - You can even pour into the overflow tank.
  - Mixes w/all types of antifreeze
  - Just shake, pour & go - Works in just minutes
  - Works on Head Gaskets, Radiator, Heater Cores, Freeze Plugs, Water Pump Casings, Cylinder Heads & Cracked Blocks.
  - Safest, easiest, cost-effective, trade trusted & proven product.

- **Seal-Up Liquid Glass Metallic Liquid Seal-Up, 22.8 oz.** CCM 1116
  - Seals withstands 2000 degrees F.
  - Seals withstands 3000 PSI.
  - Permanent Seal.
  - Treats up to 12 gallons.

- **ALL WEATHER SEAL All Weather Seal** IRT 913016
  - Nanotechnology reinforced with military-strength fibers for a superior permanent repair
  - K & W Chemical FiberLock Head Gasket & Block Repair, 32 Fl oz. KW 401224
  - Stops leaks
  - Repairs gaskets
  - Seals cracks
  - Extends the life of your vehicle

- **K & W Chemical Permanent Metallic Block Seal Head Gasket Repair, 16 wt. oz.** KW 401016
  - A permanent repair
  - Nanotechnology provides the tightest molecular bond
  - Works on aluminum, cast iron, brass and plastics
  - Repairs head gaskets, cracked engine blocks, intake gaskets, cylinder heads, freeze plugs and heater cores
  - Treats 4, 6, or 8 cylinder engines with up to a 24 quart cooling systems capacity

- **K & W Chemical Permanent Head Gasket & Block Repair With Nanotechnology, 32 fl. oz.** KW 401232
  - Simple to Use - JUST SHAKE POUR & GO
  - A permanent repair, guaranteed for the lifetime of the engine
  - Scientifically tested
  - Only product that can be added to the overflow tank
  - Only product that positively will not clog the coolant system

- **K-Seal Coolant Leak Repair, Head Gasket Sealant, Block Sealer, Radiator, Heater Core Stop Leak** SVT ST3501
  - Stops Intake and Head Gasket leaks
  - Works in 5 minutes
  - Use w/glcyol coolant

---

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
Performance Chemicals

**COOLING SYSTEM CONDITIONERS**

- **Alumaseal Radiator Stop Leak and Conditioner Liquid, 16 fl. oz.** GOL ASLC16
  - Stops leaks radiator leaks safely, quickly and easily
  - Prevents and repairs cooling system damage
  - Compatible with ALL antifreeze and coolants

- **Bars Leak Radiator Stop Leak Tablets, 3 oz.** BAR HDC
  - Safely Seals Leaks
  - Stops Overheating
  - Reduces Water Temperature

- **Bars Leak Liquid Aluminum Radiator Stop Leak, 16.9 oz.** BAR 1186
  - Protects all metals from electrolysis
  - Provides unsurpassed cooling system corrosion protection
  - Enhances heat transfer and reduces operating temperatures

- **Bars Leak Cooling System Treatment, 100 Tablets** BAR J100
  - Reduces Engine Cylinder Heat Temperatures
  - Allows Safe Advancement of Ignition Timing Resulting in More Horsepower

- **Hyperlube Hy-per Lube Super Coolant, 16 oz.** HPL HPC100
  - 2-in-1 corrosion inhibitor and wetting agent enhanced protection of aluminum
  - Reduces surface tension of coolant allowing heat to transfer outside the radiator for more horsepower
  - Reduces hot spots in the engine and cylinder heads to help prevent failure of critical engine components

- **Royal Purple Ice Super Coolant** RPO 1600
  - Safe to use in water or anti-freeze/water blends

**Performance Chemicals**

- **Stops & seals coolant leaks**
- **Seals leaks in radiators, gaskets, heater cores & freeze plugs**
- **Works with ALL types and colors of antifreeze coolant and/or water**

**Bars Leak Radiator Stop Leak, 6 oz.** BAR 1194

**Bars Leak Radiator Stop Leak, 11 oz.** BAR 1196

- **Stops & prevents leaks with: carbon fiber sealer, leak sealing liquid, & stop leak treatment**
- **Added protection with: water pump lube, corrosion inhibitors, & heat transfer agent**
- **Contains Xtreme Cool**
- **Works on 4, 6, 8, & 10 cylinder engines**

**Bars Leak Cooling System Repair, 16.9 oz.** BAR 1150

- **Protects Engine Cooling Systems**
- **Stops Current and Future Leaks**
- **Inhibits Rust & Corrosion**
- **Lubricates Water Pump Seal**
- **Helps Control Electrolysis**

**Bars Leak Stop Leak Heavy-Duty Radiator Sealer, 11 fl. oz.** BAR PLT11

- **Lubricates water pump seal and inhibits rust & corrosion**
- **Seals leaks and seepage**
- **Helps control electrolysis**
- **Professional strength formula**

**Bars Leak Radiator Stop Leak Tablets, 3 oz.** BAR HDC

- **Safely Seals Leaks**
- **Stops Overheating**
- **Reduces Water Temperature**

**Bars Leak Liquid Aluminum Radiator Stop Leak, 16.9 oz.** BAR 1186

- **Protects all metals from electrolysis**
- **Provides unsurpassed cooling system corrosion protection**
- **Enhances heat transfer and reduces operating temperatures**

**Lube Gard Kool-It Supreme Coolant Treatment, 16 oz.** LUE 96001

- **2-in-1 corrosion inhibitor and wetting agent enhanced protection of aluminum**
- **Reduces surface tension of coolant allowing heat to transfer outside the radiator for more horsepower**
- **Reduces hot spots in the engine and cylinder heads to help prevent failure of critical engine components**
- **Maintains a cleaner system, prevents overheating and extends the life of the water pump**
- **Safe to use in water or anti-freeze/water blends**

---

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
**PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS**

**RADIATOR FLUSH**

- Kit includes deflector, 2 hose clamps and 3 flushing tees (1/2", 5/8" and 3/4")
- Fits most cars and light trucks
- Works with all ethylene glycol coolants
- Helps prevents winter freezing and summer overheating
- Back flushes cooling system

* **Peak Radiator Flush & Fill Kit**
  OWI PKF0AA

- Extends Vehicle Life
- Advanced Cleaning Power
- Concentrated Formula

* **BlueDevil Radiator Flush**
  BDS 204

- Removes rust deposits and oily residue in a one-step process

* **Prestone Radiator Flush & Cleaner**
  PRS AS105Y

**PERFORMANCE CHEMICALS**

**TRANSMISSION TREATMENTS**

- Reduces heat & wear
- Eliminates TQ converter shudder & clutch pack chatter
- For all automatic transmissions & 4x4 transfer cases

* **ATP Transmission Protectant**
  ATP AT-202

- Professional strength fast-acting re-sealer

* **ATP Automatic Transmission Re-Seal**
  ATP AT-205

- ATP Assembly Lubricant
  ATP AT-201

- ATP Limited Slip Differential Supplement
  ATP AT-210

**ATP ATF Protectant**
  ATP AT-217

**ATP Automatic Transmission Fluid Synthetic Friction Modifier**
  ATP AT-203

**ATP Transmission Cooler Flush Kit**
  ATP AT-200

*S Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
Performance Chemicals

- Restores transmission performance
- Quiets noise
- Stops leaks
- Stops shudder, chatter and whining

Bars Leak Transmission Repair, 16 oz. BAR 1400

- Fights rust and oxidation and inhibits foaming
- Frees stuck valves
- Helps clean moving parts
- Helps prevent costly transmission repairs

Casite Tranny Honey Transmission Treatment with Stop Leak CAE C181-12

- Repairs Leaks
- Prevents Slips
- Restores ATF Viscosity Smooth Shifting

K & W Chemical Trans-X High Mileage Automatic Transmission Treatment, 16 oz. KW 402916

- For use in power steering & transmissions fluids

K & W Chemical Trans-X Automatic Transmission Slip-Stop & Leak Fix, 15 oz. KW 402015X6
K & W Chemical Trans-X Automatic Transmission Slip-Stop & Leak Fix, 32 oz. KW 402033X6

- Quiets noisy gears
- Mixes with any gear oil

K & W Chemical Trans-X Posi-Trac Limited Slip Gear Oil Additive, 7 fl. oz. KW 402508

- Improves shifting
- Reduces noise and shudder
- Compatible with all ATF fluids, conventional and synthetic
- Extends fluid life
- For use in new and older transmission

Lucas Oil Products Automatic Transmission Fluid, ATF Conditioner, 20 oz. LCS 10441

- Contains no solvents
- Lowers operating temperatures and stops foaming
- Can be added to existing fluid without draining any out
- Effective in an extremely high percentage of cases

Lucas Oil Products Transmission Fix, 24 oz. LCS 10009

- INSTANTLY eliminates torque converter lock up shudder in automatic transmissions
- Provides 4X less wear than regular ATF
- Commonly used as a diagnostic tool to determine if a problem is fluid related or a more mechanical fix is required
- Safe for use in all automatic transmissions except Ford Type F, CVT and DCT
- Compatible with conventional and synthetic ATFs

Lube Gard Instant Shudder Fixx, 2 oz. LUE 19689

- Eliminates differential chatter, groans, squeals and popping
- Reduces differential oil temperatures
- Extends clutch pack and equipment life
- Contains rust and corrosion inhibitors
- Works for cone or plate type LS differentials

Lube Gard Limited Slip Supplement with LXE, Size 4 oz. LUE 42851

- For use with any required automatic transmission fluids as a top off treatment
- Provides smoother shifting and reduces powertrain loss
- Eliminate clutch chatter and torque converter shudder
- Only product that increases the fluid’s ability to transfer heat
- Optimizes total transmission performance

Lube Gard Automatic Transmission Fluid Protectant with LXE, Size 10 oz. LUE 60902

- Prevents contamination of new or rebuilt units
- Removes grease, dirt, sludge, grime and metal shavings
- No water(soapy residue to contaminate new transmissions
- Does not contain ozone depleting chemicals or CFCs
- Does not contain chlorinated solvents

Lube Gard Kooler Kleen Transmission Cooler Flush, 13.25 oz. LUE 19001

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
• Use to overcome or diagnose operational fluid system problems
• Dissolves and liquefies harmful gum/varnish buildup in fluid
• Cleans and lubricates valve bodies, shift actuators and solenoids
• Helps to handle moisture in fluid
• Use as a conditioner for the life of the fluid

**Sea Foam Hydra Trans Tune Transmission Treatment, 16 oz.** SEA TT16

- For use in most light-duty and heavy-duty vehicles, including cars, trucks, vans, SUVs and RVs with 3-speed, 4-speed, 5-speed, electronic, overdrive, automatic or manual transmissions
- Works with most front-wheel drive, rear-wheel drive, all-wheel drive and 4-wheel drive transmissions
- Compatible with domestic and imported transmission fluids, including petroleum and synthetic formulas
- Restores bands and clutches to stop slip, eliminate hesitation and reduce rough shifting
- Reduces noise, shudder and chatter by renewing and stabilizing automatic transmission fluid

**Rislone Transmission Stop Slip with Leak Repair, 32 oz.** SHA 4502

- As your vehicle gets older it demands more from the transmission fluid, which often causes the fluid to shear.
- When the transmission fluid begins to degrade, oxidation occurs, which leads to rough shifting, slipping and increased temperature.
- As a result of the increased temperature the rubber seals and gaskets inside the transmission will begin to harden and may create leaks.

**Slick 50 Recharged High Mileage Transmission Treatment, 15 oz.** SLK 41806015

- Temporarily restores gaskets and seals transmission leaks
- Non-Clogging and compatible with all transmission fluids
- Repairs and reconditions damaged rubber seals to like new conditions
- All leaks are sealed while the vehicle is being driven

**BlueDevil Transmission Stop Leak BDS 236**

**CRC Zinc-It Instant Cold Galvanize, 13 wt. oz.** CRC 5048

- Galvanized protection fights rush and corrosion with less than 92% pure zinc. Provides the protection of expensive hot dip galvanizing.
- Protects iron and steel through sacrificial action.
- Protects even when scratched or abraded
- Protects welds or bare metals on previously galvanized surfaces
- Use as touch up for marred galvanized surfaces

**Radiator Specialty Titeseal Undercoating, Paintable RAD T16-16**

**CRC Wasp & Hornet Killer Plus Insecticide, 14 oz.** CRC 14010

- 20’ range
- Kills on contact
- Fast acting
- High strength

**CRC Copper Coat KW 401612**

**CRC Heavy Duty Class Cleaner with Ammonia CCM 1045**